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The B.C. Supreme Court rules that confirmed insurance 

coverage ought to defeat a security for costs Application 

Corden Holdings Ltd. v. The Lookout Emergency Aid Society 

2015 BCSC 2059 

 

The B.C. Supreme Court recently clarified that a litigant’s insurer 

confirming coverage for costs liability is sufficient to resist an Application 

for security for costs.  This is the first reported decision on this issue in 

British Columbia, and while not controversial, ought to be of assistance to 

subrogating insurers in discouraging such applications in the future. 

In the B.C. Supreme and Appeal courts, costs may be awarded, in whole or 

in part, to the successful party and often the sum payable is significant.  

Given this potential exposure to a costs award, a party commencing litigation 

may, in certain circumstances, be ordered to post security for costs in 

advance of proceeding, or at any point during an action.  The effect of such 

an order is to require security to be posted before that party can take any 

further step in the action.  The decision is left to the Court's discretion based 

on a set of factors including the ability of a party to pay a costs award and 

the ability of the Court to enforce such an award (typically relevant in the 

case of a foreign domiciled plaintiff).  The prima facie starting point for the 

analysis asks whether the party has sufficient exigible assets in the 

jurisdiction to satisfy an award for costs. 

In Corden Holdings Ltd. v. The Lookout Emergency Aid Society, the 

British Columbia Supreme Court addressed for the first time what effect the 

presence of an insurer, having stepped into the shoes of the party subject to 

the security for costs Application, should have on the court’s analysis.  In 

Corden, the Plaintiff claims for damage to its building and business allegedly 

resulting from the construction of a 4 story building on the neighbouring 

property.  The Defendants include the owner of the neighbouring property 

(“Lookout”), and the general contractor for the 4 story building (“D Ltd.”). 

Both Lookout and D Ltd.’s defences are being provided pursuant to a Wrap 

Up policy for insurance covering the construction of the 4 story building.  
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As part of conducting the litigation, Lookout and D Ltd. commenced third 

party proceedings against other parties for contribution and indemnity, 

including Levelton, a geotechnical engineering company.  Levelton then 

brought an Application to have Lookout and D Ltd. post security for costs in 

respect of those third party proceedings. 

The evidence against Lookout and D Ltd. in the Application suggested that 

both would have difficulty in paying a cost award in the event that their third 

party claim is dismissed.  Lookout is a not-for-profit society whose assets 

generally revert to the Province of British Columbia, at nearly no cost, in the 

event of financial difficulty, and D Ltd. had little in the way of ongoing 

exigible assets.  In response to the Application the insurer confirmed that it 

had assumed the defence of both Lookout and D Ltd. pursuant to a policy of 

insurance that not only provides coverage in respect of the claims made by 

the Plaintiff, but also for liability for all costs taxed against Lookout and D 

Ltd. in the Action.  

Levelton, none the less, sought an actual guarantee in the form of an order 

for security.  It put forward the position that the facts surrounding coverage 

could change leaving Levelton with no recourse in the event that costs are 

awarded.  

In dismissing the Application the Court confirmed two key points with 

respect to such Applications;  

1)  that the standard is not an absolute guarantee; evidence of the ability 

to pay costs is enough; and  

2) that the assurance of an insurer properly operating in the jurisdiction 

is sufficient evidence of an ability to pay costs taxed against a party.  

Interestingly, while the Court cited two decisions from Ontario, this appears 

to be the first instance where assurance of an insurer in response to a security 

for costs Application has been considered in B.C. Going forward this 

decision can now be referenced in claims not only where insurers are acting 

on behalf of insured defendants bringing a third party claim, but also where 

insurers are bringing subrogated claims in the name of their Plaintiff insured 

who may not, on their face, be able to resist and order for security for costs.  

Additionally, this precedent and the Court analysis could also be considered 

in Applications for security for costs where an After the Event policy is 

present. 
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